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This paper develops a query language for sequence databases, such
as genome databases and text databases. The language, called
Sequence Datalog, extends classical Datalog with interpreted function
symbols for manipulating sequences. It has both a clear operational and
declarative semantics, based on a new notion called the extended
active domain of a database. The extended domain contains all the
sequences in the database and all their subsequences. This idea leads
to a clear distinction between safe and unsafe recursion over sequen-
ces: safe recursion stays inside the extended active domain, while
unsafe recursion does not. By carefully limiting the amount of unsafe
recursion, the paper develops a safe and expressive subset of Sequence
Datalog. As part of the development, a new type of transducer is intro-
duced, called a generalized sequence transducer. Unsafe recursion is
allowed only within these generalized transducers. Generalized trans-
ducers extend ordinary transducers by allowing them to invoke other
transducers as ‘‘subroutines.’’ Generalized transducers can be imple-
mented in Sequence Datalog in a straightforward way. Moreover, their
introduction into the language leads to simple conditions that guaran-
tee safety and finiteness. This paper develops two such conditions. The
first condition expresses exactly the class of ptime sequence functions,
and the second expresses exactly the class of elementary sequence
functions. ] 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Sequences represent an important feature of next genera-
tion database systems [5, 31]. In recent years, new applica-
tions have arisen in which the storage and manipulation of
sequences of unbounded length is a crucial feature. A promi-
nent example is genome databases, in which long sequences
representing genetic information are stored, and sophisti-
cated pattern matching and restructuring facilities are
needed [15]. These new application have led to the intro-
duction of sequence types in recent data models and query
languages (e.g., [3, 6, 7, 12, 32]). In many cases, however,
queries over sequences are described only by means of a set
of predefined, ad hoc operators and are not investigated in
a theoretical framework. In other cases, (e.g., [23, 28])
query languages concentrate on pattern extraction
capabilities and do not consider sequence restructurings.
Although pattern recognition is a fundamental feature of
any language for querying sequences, sequence restruc-
turings are equally important. For example, in genome
databases, one frequently needs to concatenate sequences
together, to splice out selected subsequences, and to com-
pute the reverse of a sequence. In addition, because genome
technology is rapidly evolving, new sequence operations.
That cannot be anticipated in advance are constantly
needed. Genome databases thus need to combine a
declarative query language with arbitrary procedures for
efficiently executing sequence operations [18].
Sequence data presents interesting challenges in the
development of query languages. For instance, the query
language should be expressive in terms of both pattern
matching and sequence restructurings. At the same time, it
should have a natural syntax and a clear semantics. Finally,
it should be safe. Safety and finiteness of computations are
major concerns when dealing with sequences, since by
growing in length, sequences can easily become unbounded,
even when the underlying alphabetor domainis finite.
This means that, unlike traditional query languages,
sequence queries can end up in nonterminating computa-
tions.
To address this problem, we propose a new logic called
Sequence Datalog for reasoning about sequences. Sequence
Datalog has both a clear declarative semantics and an
operational semantics. The semantics are based on fixpoint
theory, as in classical logic programming [24].
We show that Sequence Datalog can express all com-
putable sequence functions. To achieve safety and finiteness,
we introduce two devices. (i) We distinguish between struc-
tural recursion (which is safe) and constructive recursion
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(which is unsafe). We also develop a semantic counterpart
to structural recursion, which we call the extended active
domain. (ii) We allow the use of constructive recursion in a
controlled fashion. In effect, we allow constructive recursion
to simulate a new kind of machine that we call a generalized
transducer. Ordinary transducers are finite automata that
read input sequences and generate output sequences. A
generalized transducer is a transducer that can invoke other
transducers as subroutines. Like transducers, generalized
transducers always terminate. We can therefore use them as
the basis for a safe variant of Sequence Datalog, which we
call strongly safe Transducer Datalog. However, because
generalized transducers are more powerful than ordinary
transducers, this safe language retains considerable expres-
sive power. For instance, with one level of transducer sub-
routine calls, it can express any mapping from sequences to
sequences computable in ptime. With two levels of sub-
routine calls, it can express any mapping from sequences to
sequences in the elementary functions [26].
The rest of this section describes related work and
provides an introduction to Sequence Datalog and
generalized transducers. Section 2 then defines preliminary
notions, such as sequence database and sequence query,
that are used throughout this paper. Section 3 defines the
syntax of Sequence Datalog, and develops its fixpoint
semantics. (Appendix A develops an equivalent model-
theoretic semantics.) Section 4 shows that Sequence
Datalog expresses exactly the class of computable sequence
functions. Section 5 addresses issues of finiteness and safety,
and shows that determining whether a Sequence Datalog
program has a finite semantics is a fully undecidable
problem (i.e., is outside of RE). Section 6 develops the
notion of generalized sequence transducer, and of trans-
ducer network, and characterizes the expressibility of two
classes of networks based on the depth of subtransducer
calls. Section 7 integrates generalized transducers into
Sequence Datalog to form a new language called Trans-
ducer Datalog and shows that the two languages are
expressively equivalent. Finally, Section 8 develops simple
syntactic restrictions for Transducer Datalog, shows that
they guarantee both a finite semantics and high expres-
sibility, and characterizes the expressibility of the restricted
language. Appendix B establishes results used in a number
of expressibility proofs in the paper, based on a class of
‘‘guarded’’ programs.
1.1. Background
Sequence query languages have been investigated
recently in the context of functional and algebraic program-
ming [14, 22], and some sophisticated and expressive
languages have been proposed. Great care has been devoted
to the development of tractable languages, that is, languages
whose complexity is in ptime.
In [14], for example, a functional query language for
nested lists is obtained by introducing a new form of struc-
tural recursion called list traversal, in which two different
lists are used. One list is used to control the number of
iterative steps, while the other list can be modified at each
iteration. This mechanism ensures that query answers are
finite. The language is then restricted to express exactly the
class of ptime mappings over nested lists.
A similar result is reported in [22], in which an algebra
for partially ordered multi-sets (pomsets) is defined. The
algebra is obtained by extending the bag algebra of [21]
with new operators to handle arbitrary pomsets, plus an
iterator for performing structural recursion [11]. The
authors define a tractable fragment of the language by
restricting the class of structures allowed and introducing a
form of bounded iterator to prevent exponential growth of
query answers. When restricted to relational structures, the
tractable language is shown to be equivalent to first-order
logic augmented with operators for counting and comput-
ing least fixpoints [19]. When restricted to lists, that is, to
totally ordered structures, the language expresses exactly
the class of ptime mappings over lists.
In this paper, we explore a different approach to the
problem, based on logic programming, instead of functional
programming. In particular, we develop an extension of
Datalog that is a simple yet powerful tool for manipulating
sequences in databases. We first propose a simple intuitive
syntax for the language and develop a clear logical seman-
tics. We then establish its data complexity, expressive
power, and finiteness properties.
The trade-off between expressiveness, finiteness, and effec-
tive computability is typically a hard one. In many cases,
powerful logics for expressing sequence transformations
have been proposed, but a great part of the expressive
power was sacrificed to achieve finiteness and safety. In
other cases, both expressiveness and finiteness were
achieved, but at the expense of an effective procedure for
evaluating queries, i.e., at the expense of an operational
semantics.
In [16, 34], for example, an extended relational model is
defined, where each relation is a set of tuples of sequences
over a fixed alphabet. A sequence logic [16] is then
developed based on the notion of rs-operations. Each
rs-operation is either a merger or an extractor. Intuitively,
given a set of patterns, an associated merger uses the pat-
terns to ‘‘merge’’ a set of sequences. An extractor ‘‘retrieves’’
subsequences of a given sequence. The authors introduce
the notion of a generic a-transducer as the computational
counterpart of rs-operations. Based on their sequence logic,
two languages for the extended relational model are defined,
called the s-calculus and the s-algebra. The s-calculus allows
for unsafe queries, that is, queries whose semantics is not
computable. A safe subset of the language is then defined
and proven equivalent to the s-algebra. Unfortunately, this
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safe sublanguage cannot express many queries for which the
length of the result depends on the database. These include
natural queries such as the reverse and the complement of a
sequence.
This problem is partially solved by the alignment logic of
[20], an elegant and expressive fist-order logic for a rela-
tional model with sequences. The computational counter-
part of the logic is the class of multi-tape, nondeterministic,
two-way, finite-state automata, which are used to accept or
reject tuples of sequences. In its full version, alignment logic
has the power of recursively enumerable sets [26]. A subset
of the language called right restricted formulas is then
developed. For this sublanguage, the safety problem is
shown to be decidable, and complexity results related to the
polynomial-time hierarchy are presented. Unfortunately,
the nondeterministic nature of the computational model
makes the evaluation of queries problematic. Because
existential quantification over the infinite universe of
sequences, 7*, is allowed, it is not easy to determine the
maximum length of the sequences in a query answer, even
when the query is known to be safe.
Another interesting proposal for the use of logic in query-
ing sequences is [27]. In this case, temporal logic is used as
the basis of a list query language. Conceptually, each suc-
cessive position in a list is interpreted as a successive
instance in time. This yields a query language in which tem-
poral predicates are used to investigate the properties of
lists. However, temporal logic cannot be used to express
some simple properties of sequences, such as whether a cer-
tain predicate is true at every even position of a list, or
whether a sequence contains one or more copies of another
sequence [36].
1.2. Overview of the Language
This paper builds on the works of [16, 20, 27] to propose
a query language that is safe, is expressive, and has a clear
declarative and operational semantics. This language, called
Sequence Datalog, is a Horn-like logic with special, inter-
preted function symbols that allow for structural recursion
over sequences.
The goal of this paper is to developed and investigate dif-
ferent forms of structural recursion over sequences, espe-
cially forms that guarantee terminating computations. At
the same time, we wish to construct new sequences and
restructure old ones. To meet these two goals, Sequence
Datalog has two interpreted function terms; indexed terms
to extract subsequences and constructive terms to con-
catenate sequences. A constructive term has the form s1 vs2
and is interpreted as the concatenation of sequences s1 and
s2 . An indexed term has the form s[n1 : n2] and is inter-
preted as the subsequence of s extending from position n1 to
position n2 .
Example 1.1 [Extracting Subsequences]. The follow-
ing rule extracts all suffixes of all sequences in relation r:
suffix(X[N: end])  r(X ).
This rule says that for each sequence X in relation r, and for
each integer N, the subsequence of X extending from the
N th element to the last element is a suffix of X. By conven-
tion, we interpret the keyword end as the last position in a
sequence.
The universe of sequences over an alphabet, 7, is infinite.
Thus, to keep the semantics of programs finite, we do not
evaluate rules over the entire universe, 7*, but on a specific
active domain. We define the active domain of a database to
be the set of sequences occurring in the database. We then
define the extended active domain to include both the
sequences in the active domain and all their subsequences.
The semantics of Sequence Datalog is defined with respect
to the extended active domain. In particular, substitutions
range over this domain when rules are evaluated.
The extended active domain is not fixed during query
evaluation. Instead, whenever a new sequence is created (by
the concatenation operator, v ), the new sequenceand its
subsequencesis added to the extended active domain. The
fixpoint theory of Sequence Datalog provides a declarative
semantics for this apparently procedural notion. In the
fixpoint theory, the extended active domain of the least
fixpoint may be larger than the extended active domain of
the database. In the database, it consists of the sequences in
the database and all their subsequences. In the least
fixpoint, it consists of the sequences in the database and any
new sequences created during rule evaluation, and all their
subsequences.
Example 1.2 [Concatenating Sequences]. The follow-
ing rule constructs all possible concatenations of sequences
in relation r:
answer(X vY )  r(X ), r(Y ).
This rule takes any pair of sequences, X and Y, in relation
r, concatenates them, and puts the result in relation answer,
thereby adding new sequences to the extended active
domain.
By combining subsequence extraction and sequence con-
catenation, a user can express complex pattern matching
and restructuring operations, as the next two examples
show.
Example 1.3 [Pattern Matching]. Suppose we are
interested in sequences of the form anbncn in relation r. The
query answer(X ) retrieves all such sequences, where the
predicate answer is defined by the following clauses, and = is
the empty sequence:
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answer(X )  r(X ), abcn (X[1: N1], X[N1+1: N2],
X[N2+1: end]).
abcn (=, =, =)  true.
abcn (X, Y, Z)  X[1]=a, Y[1]=b, Z[1]=c,
abcn (X[2: end], Y[2: end], Z[2: end]).
For each sequence X in r, the formula answer(X) is true if it
is possible to split X into three parts such that abcn is true.
The predicate abcn is true for every triple of sequences of the
form (an, bn, cn) in the extended active domain of the
database.
Example 1.4 [Sequence Restructuring]. Suppose r is a
unary relation containing a set of binary sequences. We
want to generate the reverse of every sequence in r; e.g., the
reverse of 110000 is 000011. The query answer(Y) generates
these sequences, where the predicate answer is defined by the
following clauses:
answer(Y )  r(X), reverse(X, Y ).
reverse(=, =)  true.
reverse(X[1: N+1], X[N+1] vY )
 r(X ), reverse(X[1: N], Y ).
In this program, the sequences in r act as input for the
predicate reverse(X, Y ). The third clause recursively scans
each input sequence, X, while constructing an output
sequence, Y. Each bit in the input sequence is appended to
the other end of the output sequence. The clause generates
the reverse of each prefix of each sequence in r. The first
clause then retrieves the reverse of each sequence in r.
Compared to Datalog with function symbols, or Prolog,
two differences are apparent. The first is that Sequence
Datalog has no uninterpreted function symbols, so it is not
possible to build arbitrarily nested structures. On the other
hand, Sequence Datalog has a richer syntax than the
[Head | Tail] list constructor of Prolog. This richer syntax
is motivated by a natural distinction between two types of
recursion, one safe and the other unsafe. Recursion through
construction of new sequences is inherently unsafe, since it
can create longer sequences, which can make the active
domain grow indefinitely. On the other hand, recursion
through subsequence extraction is inherently safe, since it
only creates shorter sequences, so that growth in the active
domain is bounded. We refer to these two types of recursion
as constructive recursion and structural recursion, respec-
tively. Languages for list manipulation do not typically
make this distinction. Sequence Datalog does: constructive
recursion is performed using constructive terms, of the form
X vY, while structural recursion is performed using indexed
terms, of the form X[n1 : n2]. The next example illustrates
both types of recursion.
Example 1.5 [Multiple Repeats]. Suppose we are
interested in sequences of the form Yn. The sequence
abcdabcdabcd has this form, where Y=abcd and n=3.1
Here are two straightforward ways of expressing this idea in
Sequence Datalog:
rep1 (X, X )  true.
rep1 (X, X[1: N])  rep1 (X[N+1: end], X[1: N]).
rep2 (X, X )  true.
rep2 (X vY, Y )  rep2 (X, Y ).
The formulas rep1 (X, Y ) and rep2 (X, Y ) both mean that X
has the form Yn for some n. However, rep2 has an infinite
semantics, while rep1 has a finite semantics. The rules for
rep1 do not create new sequences, since they do not use the
concatenation operator, v . Instead, these rules retrieve all
sequences in the extended active domain that fit the pattern
Yn. They try to recursively ‘‘chop’’ an existing sequence into
identical pieces. We call this structural recursion. In con-
trast, the rules for rep2 do create new sequences. They pro-
duce sequences of the form Yn by recursively concatenating
each sequence in the domain with itself. We call this con-
structive recursion.
Structural recursion is always safe, since it stays within
the extended active domain of the database, thus leading to
a finite least fixpoint. However, as Example 1.5 shows, con-
structive recursion can be unsafe, since by generating more
and more new sequences, it can expand the active domain
indefinitely, thus leading to an infinite least fixpoint. The
next example provides another illustration of unsafe recur-
sion.
Example 1.6 [Infinite Semantics]. Suppose R is a
unary relation containing a set of sequences. For each
sequence, X, in R, we want the sequence obtained by repeat-
ing each symbol in X twice. For example, given the sequence
abcd, we want the sequence aabbccdd. We call these sequen-
ces echo sequences. The easiest way to define echo sequences
is with the following program:
answer(X, Y )  R(X), echo(X, Y).
echo(=, =)  true.
echo(X, X[1] vX[1] vZ)  echo(X[2: end], Z).
The first rule retrieves every sequence in relation R and its
echo, by invoking the predicate echo(X, Y). The last two
rules specify what an echo sequence is. For every sequence,
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1 Repetitive patterns are of great importance in molecular biology [28].
X, in the extended active domain, these rules generate its
echo sequence, Y. Starting with X== and Y==, they recur-
sively concatenate single characters onto X while con-
catenating two copies of the same character onto Y. As new
sequences are generated, they are added to the active
domain, which expands indefinitely. Thus, even though the
answer to the query is finite, the least fixpoint is infinite.
1.3. Safety and Transducers
We say that a program has a finite semantics if it has a
finite least fixpoint for every database. Given a Sequence
Datalog program, we show that determining whether it has
a finite semantics is an undecidable problem. The challenge,
then, is to develop subsets of the logic that are both finite
and expressive. As shown in Examples 1.5 and 1.6, construc-
tive recursion is the basic source of non-finiteness; so some
way must be found to limit its effects.
There are a number of simple ways to do this, but un-
fortunately, they all lead to drastic reductions in the
expressiveness of the language, especially in its ability to
restructure sequences. For instance, we could simply forbid
constructive recursion, but this would eliminate many basic
restructurings, such as computing the reverse or the comple-
ment of a sequence. Alternatively, we could arbitrarily limit
the size of new sequences. For instance, we could decree that
all new sequences must be no longer than the longest
sequence in the database; but this would also eliminate
many basic restructurings, such as appending two sequences
from the database. To avoid such drastic reductions in
expressibility, this paper develops a more subtle way of
limiting and controlling constructive recursion. Specifically,
we allow constructive recursion only in the context of a
precise (and novel) computational model.
The model we develop is called generalized sequence
transducers (or generalized transducers, for short), which are
a simple extension of ordinary transducers. Typically [16,
17, 29] a transducer is defined as a machine with multiple
input lines, one output line, and an internal state. The
machine sequentially ‘‘reads’’ the input strings and
progressively ‘‘computes’’ the output. At each step of the
computation, the transducer reads the left most symbol on
each input tape and ‘‘consumes’’ one of them. The trans-
ducer then changes state and appends a symbol to the out-
put. The computation stops when all the input sequences
have been consumed. Termination is therefore guaranteed
for finite-length inputs. Unfortunately, ordinary transducers
have very low complexity, essentially linear time. This
means that they cannot perform complex operations, such
as detecting context-free or context-sensitive languages, as is
often needed in genome databases [28].
We generalize this machine model by allowing one trans-
ducer to call other transducers, in the style of (non-recur-
sive) subroutines. At each step, a generalized transducer can
append a symbol to its output or it can transform its output
by invoking a subtransducer. Like transducers, generalized
transducers consume one input symbol at each step and are
thus guaranteed to terminate on finite inputs. In this way,
we increase expressibility while preserving termination. We
shall see that the depth of subroutine calls within a
generalized transducer dramatically affects their computa-
tional complexity.
Sequence Datalog provides a natural framework for
implementing generalized transducers. The consumption of
input symbols is easily implemented as structural recursion;
appending symbols to output tapes is easily implemented as
constructive recursion; and subtransducers are easily
implemented as subroutines, in the logic-programming
sense. Moreover, by introducing transducers into the logic,
we can develop simple syntactic restrictions that guarantee
finiteness. These restrictions allow constructive recursion
only ‘‘inside’’ transducers. Using this idea, we develop safe
and finite subsets of Sequence Datalog and establish their
complexity and expressibility.
2. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS
This section provides technical definitions used in the rest
of the paper, including sequence database, sequence query,
and sequence function.
2.1. Sequences and Subsequences
Let 7 be a countable set of symbols, called the alphabet.
7* denotes the set of all possible sequences over 7, includ-
ing the empty sequence, =. _1_2 denotes the concatenation of
two sequences, _1 , _2 # 7*. len(_) denotes the length of
sequence _, and _(i) denotes its i th element. With an abuse
of notation, we blur the distinction between elements of the
alphabet and sequences of length 1. We say that a sequence,
_$, of length k is a contiguous subsequence (or simply a
subsequence) of sequence _ if for some integer, i0,
_$( j)=_(i+ j) for j=1, ..., k. Note that for each sequence of
length k over 7, there are at most k(k+1)2+1 different
contiguous subsequences (including the empty sequence).
For example, the contiguous subsequences of the sequence
abc are =, a, b, c, ab, bc, abc.
2.2. Databases, Queries, and Functions
As in [16, 20], we extend the relational model so that
tuples can contain sequences of symbols, instead of just
single symbols. Formally, a relation of arity k over 7 is a
finite subset of the k-fold cartesian product of 7* with itself.
A database over 7 is a tuple of relations over 7. We assign
a distinct predicate symbol of appropriate arity to each rela-
tion in a database. These predicate symbols are called base
predicates, and together they form the database schema.
Using predicates, we can represent relations and databases
as sets of ground atomic formulas in the usual way. A set of
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ground atomic formulas made from base predicate symbols
is called an instance of the database schema.
A sequence query is a partial mapping from the databases
over 7 to the relations over 7. Given a sequence query, Q,
and a database, db, Q(db) is the result of evaluating Q over
db.2 A sequence function is a partial mapping from 7* to
itself. We say that the function is computable if it is partial
recursive. If f is a sequence function, we define the query
corresponding to f to be a query whose domain is the set of
databases of the form [input(_)], where _ # 7*. If _ is in the
domain of f, then the output of this query is the relation
[output( f (_))]; otherwise, the output is the empty relation.
Observe that this query takes a single tuple as input and
returns either a single tuple or no tuples as output. When we
say that a query language expresses a sequence function, we
shall mean that it expresses the query corresponding to the
function. This paper focuses on sequence functions for
which the alphabet, 7, is finite. Of course, the domain of
such functions may still be infinite; e.g., it may be all of 7*.
2.3. Complexity and Expressibility
Given a sequence function, f, the complexity of f is defined
in the usual way as the complexity of computing f (_),
measured with respect to the length of the input sequence,
_. Given a sequence query Q, a database db, and a suitable
encoding of db as a Turing machine tape, the data com-
plexity of Q is the complexity of computing an encoding of
Q(db), measured with respect to the size of db [33].
In relational databases, a query language is a set of for-
mulas representing relational queries. This leads to the
notions of data complexity and expressibility of query
languages [1]. These ideas can be extended to sequence
databases in a natural way. A sequence query language is a
set of formulas representing sequence queries.3 A sequence
query is expressible in a language if some formula in the
language represents it. A sequence query language, L, is
complete for complexity class c if (i) each query expressible
in L is in c, and (ii) some query expressible in L is a com-
plete problem for c. Observe that being complete for a com-
plexity class c does not imply that a language expresses all
the queries in c; it implies only that the language expresses
some complete problem in c. This motivates a stronger
notion. A query language L expresses a class qc of sequence
queries if (i) each query expressible in L is in qc, and con-
versely, (ii) each query in qc is expressible in L. Finally, a
query language expresses a class of sequence functions if it
expresses the class of corresponding sequence queries.
Observe that expressibility results formulated in terms of
sequence functions are especially meaningful for sequence
query languages, since they provide a clear characterization
of the power of the language to manipulate sequences: a
sequence query language cannot express complex queries
over sequence databases if it cannot express complex
sequence functions. In short, function expressibility is
necessary for query expressibility.
3. SEQUENCE DATALOG
Sequence Datalog is a query language for the extended
relational model defined in the previous section. This sec-
tion develops its syntax and semantics.
3.1. Syntax
Like most first-order logics, Sequence Datalog includes
both terms and formulas.
The language of terms has four countable, disjoint sets:
the set of non-negative integers, 0, 1, 2, ...; a set of constant
symbols, a, b, c, ..., called the alphabet and denoted 7; a set
of variables, R, S, T, ..., called sequence variables and
denoted V7 ; and another set of variables, I, J, K, ..., called
index variables and denoted VI . A constant sequence (or
sequence, for short) is an element of 7*. From these sets, we
construct two kinds of term as follows:
v index terms are built from integers, index variables,
and the special symbol end, by combining them recursively
using the binary connectives + and &;
v sequence terms are built from constant sequences,
sequence variables and index terms, by combining them
recursively into indexed terms and constructive terms, as
follows:
 If s is a sequence variable or a constant sequence,
and n1 , n2 are index terms, then s[n1 : n2] is an indexed
sequence term. n1 and n2 are called the indexes of s. As
a shorthand, each sequence term of the form s[ni : ni] is
written s[ni].
 If s1 , s2 are sequence terms, then s1 vs2 is a construc-
tive sequence term.
For example, if N and M are index variables, then 3, N+3,
N&M, end&5, and end&5+M are all index terms. Similarly,
if S1 and S2 are sequence variables, and N is an index
variable, then S1[4], S1[1: N] and ccgt vS1[1:end&
3] vS2 are all sequence terms. Note that (S1 vS2)[1: N]
and S[1: N][M: end] are not terms. By excluding such
terms, we obtain a clear distinction between index terms
and constructive terms. This then leads to clear distinction
between the extraction of subsequences and the creation of
new sequences, and to a parallel distinction between struc-
tural recursion and constructive recursion.
The language of formulas has a countable set of predicate
symbols, p, q, r, ..., where each predicate symbol has an
associated arity. If p is a predicate symbol of arity n, and
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2 Database queries are often required to be generic [13]. Although this
notion can be extended to sequence databases in a straightforward way,
genericity is not an issue in this paper.
3 Definition 5 in Section 4 describes how formulas of Sequence Datalog
represent sequence queries.
s1 , ..., sn are sequence terms, then p(s1 , ..., sn) is an atom.
Moreover, if s1 and s2 are sequence terms, then s1=s2 and
s1 {s2 are also atoms. From atoms, we build facts and
clauses in the usual way [24]. Clauses are also referred to as
rules. The head and body of a clause, #, are denoted head(#)
and body(#), respectively. A clause that contains a construc-
tive term in its head is called a constructive clause. A
Sequence Datalog program is a set of Sequence Datalog
clauses.
We impose the restriction that constructive terms may
appear only in the head of a clause, and not in the body.
Allowing them in the body would not complicate the
semantics, but it is only in the head that constructive terms
are interesting: in the head, they create new sequences and
expand the data domain, while in the body, they would
simply decompose existing sequences. (The same is true of
function terms in classical logic programming.) Since index
terms already decompose sequences, constructive terms are
not needed in rule bodies. Moreover, we shall see in
Section 7 that this restriction allows us to generalize the idea
of ‘‘constructive term’’ in a novel way that guarantees both
finite semantics and high expressibility.
Another restriction that we shall find useful is guarded-
ness. We say that a variable, X, is guarded in a clause if X
occurs in the body of the clause as an argument of some
predicate. Otherwise, we say that X is unguarded. For exam-
ple, X is guarded in p(X[1])  q(X), but it is unguarded in
p(X )  q(X[1]). Because of the active domain semantics,
variables in Sequence Datalog clauses are not required to be
guarded. However, the concept of guardedness will be useful
in some proofs.
Finally, we assume familiarity with basic notions of logic
programming, such as ground terms and Herbrand universe.
Note that the Herbrand universe associated with 7 contains
7* and is thus an infinite set.
3.2. Substitutions
The semantics of Sequence Datalog relies on the notion of
substitution, defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Substitutions Based on a Domain). Let
D be a set of sequences and integers. A substitution based on
D is a mapping that associates a sequence in D to every
sequence variable and an integer in D to every index
variable.
As defined above, substitutions are total mappings on
variables. We can extend them to partial mappings on terms
in a natural way. Because these terms are interpreted, the
result of a substitution is either a sequence or an integer. For
instance, if s is a sequence and n1 and n2 are integers, then
%(s[n1 : n2]) is the contiguous subsequence of s extending
from position n1 to position n2 . Here, terms such as
s[n+1: n] are conveniently interpreted as the empty








To formalize this idea, let % be a substitution based on a
domain. We extend % to terms as follows:
v if s is a sequence in 7* or an integer, then %(s)=s;
v in the context of the sequence term S[n: end], we
define %(end )=len(%(S));
v if n1 and n2 are index terms, then %(n1+n2)=
%(n1)+%(n2) and %(n1&n2)=%(n1)&%(n2);
v if s is a sequence term of the form S[n1 : n2], then %(s)
is defined iff 1%(n1)%(n2)+1len(%(S))+1, in which
case
 %(s) is the contiguous subsequence of %(s) extending
from position %(n1) to %(n2) if %(n1)%(n2)
 %(s)== (the empty sequence) if %(n1)=%(n2)+1
v if s1 and s2 are sequence terms, then %(s1 vs2)=
%(s1) %(s2) if both %(s1) and %(s2) are defined; otherwise,
%(s1 vs2) is undefined.
Substitutions can be extended to atoms, literals and clauses
in the usual way. We need only add that %( p(X1 , ..., Xn)) is
defined if and only if each %(Xi) is defined. Likewise, %(q0 
q1 , ..., qk) is defined if and only if each %(qi) is defined, for
0ik.
3.3. Fixpoint Semantics
The semantics of clauses is defined in terms of a least
fixpoint theory. As in classical logic programming [24],
each Sequence Datalog program, P, and database, db, has
an associated ‘‘T-operator,’’ TP, db , that maps Herbrand
interpretations to Herbrand interpretations. Each applica-
tion of TP, db may create new atoms, which may contain new
sequences. As shown below, TP, db is monotonic and con-
tinuous, and thus has a least fixpoint that can be computed
in a bottom-up, iterative fashion.
To develop the fixpoint semantics formally, we define the
Herbrand base to be the set of all ground atomic formulas
built from predicate symbols in the language and sequences
in 7*. A database is a finite subset of the Herbrand base. An
interpretation of a program is any subset of the Herbrand
base.
Definition 2 (Extensions). Given a set of sequences,
dom, the extension of dom, written domext, is the set of
sequences and integers containing the following elements:
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1. each element in dom;
2. for each sequence in dom, all its contiguous sub-
sequences;
3. the set of integers [0, 1, 2, ..., lmax+1], where lmax is
the maximum length of a sequence in dom.
Definition 3 (Extended Active Domain). The active
domain of an interpretation, I, denoted DI , is the set of
sequences occurring in I. The extended active domain of I,
denoted DextI , is the extension of DI .
Note that active domains contain only sequences, while
extended active domains contain integers as well. The
following lemma states some basic results about extended
active domains.
Lemma 1. If I1 I2 are two interpretations, then DextI1 
DextI2 . If I is a set of interpretations, then their union,  I,
is also an interpretation, and Dext I=I # I D
ext
I .
Like any power set, the set of interpretations forms a
complete lattice under subset, union, and intersection. We
define a T-operator on this lattice and show that it is
monotonic and continuous. In defining the T-operator, each
database atom is treated as a clause with an empty body.
Definition 4 (T-Operator). The operator TP, db associ-
ated with program P and database db maps interpretations
to interpretations. In particular, if I is an interpretation,
then TP, db (I ) is the following interpretation:
[%(head(#)) | %(body(#))I for some clause # # P _ db
and some substitution % based on DextI
and defined at #]
Lemma 2 (Monotonicity). The operator TP, db is mono-
tonic; i.e., if I1 I2 are two interpretations, then TP, db (I1)
TP, db (I2).
Proof. It follows immediately from Definition 4 and
Lemma 1. K
Because TP, db is a monotonic operator on a complete lat-
tice, it has at least fixpoint, by the KnasterTarski Fixpoint
Theorem [30]. That is, there is a unique minimal inter-
pretation I such that I=TP, db (I ). Let lfp(TP, db) denote this
minimal interpretation. We say that lfp(TP, db) is the
fixpoint semantics of program P over database db. We also
say that lfp(TP, db) is the set of facts implied by program P
and database db. We now show that the least fixpoint can
be computed by a bottom-up iterative procedure, as in
classical logic programming [24]. The first step is to show
that TP, db is a continuous operator.
Lemma 3 (Continuity). The operator TP, db is contin-
uous; i.e., if I1 I2 I3 } } } is a ( possibly infinite) increasing
sequence of interpretations, then TP, db ( i Ii) i TP, db (I i).
Proof. Let I=i Ii and let : be an atom in TP, db (I ). We
must show that : is also in i TP, db (Ii). By Definition 4,
:=%(head(#)) and %(body(#))I for some clause # in
P _ db, and some substitution % based on DextI . In addition,
since the interpretations, Ii , are increasing, their extended
active domains, DextIi , are also increasing, by Lemma 1. With
this in mind, we proceed in three steps.
v %(body(#)) is a finite set of ground atomic formulas,
and %(body(#))i Ii . Thus %(body(#))Ij1 for some j1 ,
since the Ii are increasing.
v Let V be the set of variables in clause #, and let %(V)
be the result of applying % to each variable. Thus %(V) is a
finite subset of DextI , since % is based on D
ext
I . Thus
%(V)i DextIi by Lemma 1. Thus %(V)D
ext
Ij 2
for some j2 ,
since %(V) is finite and the DextIi are increasing.
v Let j be the larger of j1 and j2 . Then %(body(#))Ij
and %(V)DextIj . Let %$ be any substitution based on D
ext
Ij
that agrees with % on the variables in V. Then %$(#)=%(#).
Thus, %$(body(#))Ij . Thus %$(head(#)) # TP, db (I j) by
Definition 4. Thus : # TP, db (Ij). Thus : #  i TP, db (Ii). K
Starting with the empty interpretation and applying
TP, db repeatedly, we define the following sequence of inter-
pretations, in the usual way [24]:
TP, db A 0=[ ]
TP, db A (i+1)=TP, db (TP, db A i) for i0
TP, db A |= .
i0
TP, db A i.
Intuitively, TP, db A | is the set of atoms that can be
derived by applying the operator TP, db some finite number
of times (though some atoms may require more applications
than others). Because the operator is continuous, this
process is complete; i.e., any atom in the least fixpoint will
eventually be derived. Formally, by the KnasterTarski
Fixpoint Theorem [30],
lfp(TP, db)=TP, db A |.
This completes the fixpoint semantics of Sequence
Datalog. An equivalent model theory is developed in
Appendix A.
4. EXPRESSIVE POWER OF SEQUENCE DATALOG
This section studies the expressive power of Sequence
Datalog programs. The language has considerable power
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for manipulating sequences and can express any com-
putable sequence function, as shown in Theorem 1 below.
First, we define precisely what it means for a Sequence
Datalog program to express a sequence query and a
sequence function.
Definition 5 (Expressibility). Let P be a program in
Sequence Datalog.
v P expresses a sequence query, Q, if for some predicate
symbol, output,
Q(db)=[ y | output( y ) # TP, db A |]
for all databases db in the domain of Q.
v P expresses a sequence function, f, if it expresses the
query corresponding to f.
To clarify the second point, suppose that program P
expresses sequence function f, and the database is the
singleton set db=[input(x)]. Then TP, db A | contains the
atom output( y) if and only if f is defined at x and y= f (x).
Theorem 1 (Expressive Power). Sequence Datalog ex-
presses exactly the class of computable sequence functions, i.e.,
the class of partial recursive sequence functions.
Proof. Using the fixpoint semantics developed in Sec-
tion 3.3, it is easy to show that each sequence function
expressible in Sequence Datalog is partial recursive. To see
this, suppose that P is a Sequence Datalog program express-
ing sequence function f. The comment after Definition 5
shows that to compute f (x) it is enough to construct the
database db=[input(x)] and then test whether the set
TP, db A | contains an atom of the form output( y), in which
case y= f (x). To carry out this test, we can generate the sets
TP, db A k for k=1, 2, 3, ..., stopping when the atom out-
put( y) appears in one of them. This is possible because each
TP, db A k is finite, even though TP, db A | may be infinite. If
f is defined at x, then output( y) is in at least one of the
TP, db A k, so the test terminates in finite time. The test fails
to terminate only if f is undefined at x. This shows that f
is partial recursive.
We now show the converse, that Sequence Datalog
expresses every partial recursive sequence function. Specifi-
cally, given a fixed finite alphabet, 7, and a partial recursive
sequence function f : 7*  7*, we construct a Sequence
Datalog program, Pf , that expresses f. To construct Pf , let
Mf be a Turing machine that computes f. Given an input
sequence, x, if f is defined at x, then Mf halts and returns
f (x) as output; otherwise, Mf does not halt. We construct Pf
so that it simulates the computations of Mf . In particular,
suppose Mf=(7, K, s0 , $), where 7 is the tape alphabet, K
is the set of control states, s0 is the initial state, and $ is the
transition function. We use a special symbol, i , to mark
the left end of the tape, and we assume the machine never
tries to overwrite this left-end marker or move beyond it.
We represent machine configurations with a 4-ary
predicate, conf (state, _l , a, _r), where
v state is the state of the machine’s finite control,
v _l is a sequence representing the portion of the tape to
the left of the tape head,
v a is the symbol scanned by the tape head, and
v _r is a sequence representing the portion of the tape to
the right of the tape head.
Intuitively, the atom conf (state, _l , a, _r) represents a
reachable machine configuration, i.e., one that can be
reached from the initial configuration after some finite
amount of computation. For instance, the tuple conf (q,
abc, d, ef ) says that from the initial state, the machine can
reach a configuration in which the finite control is in state
q, the tape content is abcdef, and the tape head is scanning
the symbol d.
We can assume that at the beginning of a computation,
the machine scans the left-end marker, i , and that the
finite control is in state q0 . The initial configuration of the
machine is thus specified by the following rule, which simply
says that the initial configuration is reachable:
#1 : conf (q0 , =, i , X )  input(X ).
The computation itself is specified by a set of rules, one
rule for each machine transition. In general, each rule
simply says that the successor of a reachable configuration
is also reachable. For example, consider the transition
$(q, a)=(q$, b, &). This means that if the machine is
currently in state q and scanning tape symbol a, then the
machine goes into state q$, writes the symbol b on the tape,
and does not move the tape head. This transition is specified
by the rule
#i : conf (q$, Xl , b, Xr)  conf (q, Xl , a, Xr).
As another example, consider the transition $(q, a)=
(q$, b, ), in which the machine writes a b on the tape and
then moves one position to the left. This transition is
specified by the rule
#j : conf (q$, Xl[1: end&1], X l[end], b vXr)
 conf (q, Xl , a, Xr).
The situation is slightly more complicated if the tape head
moves to the right. In this case, we append a blank symbol
to the right end of the tape, since otherwise, the tape head
might move beyond the right end of the tape. By appending
blanks, we effectively simulate a tape of unbounded (i.e.,
infinite) length. For example, to express the transition
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$(q, a)=(q$, b, ), we use the following rule, where ?
denotes the blank tape symbol:4
#k : conf (q$, Xl vb, Xr[1], Xr[2: end] v ? )
 conf (q, Xl , a, Xr).
Finally, the following rule detects the end of a computa-
tion and returns the contents of the machine tape:
#2 : output(Xl[2: end] vS vXr)  conf (qh , Xl , S, Xr).
The body of this rule simply checks whether the machine
has reached a configuration with a halting state, qh . If so,
then the contexts of the machine tape (minus the left-end
marker) are extracted, converted to a single sequence, and
passed to the rule head. This sequence is the output of the
Turing machine computation.
It is not hard to see that program Pf consisting of the
rules above correctly simulates the computation of machine
Mf . Formally, we have the following result: for any
database db of the form [input(x)],
output( y) # TPf, db A | if and only if on input x,
machine Mf halts and outputs y,
i.e., if and only if f is defined at x and y= f (x). This proves
that program Pf expresses sequence function f. K
Note that although Sequence Datalog is function com-
plete, it is not query complete, since it expresses only
monotonic queries.
5. THE FINITENESS PROBLEM
As shown in Examples 1.5 and 1.6, the least fixpoint of a
Sequence Datalog program can be infinite. In this section,
we focus on programs that are guaranteed to have a finite
least fixpoint and which are thus guaranteed to be safe.
Definition 6 (Finite Semantics). A Sequence Datalog
program has a finite semantics for a database schema if it
has a finite least fixpoint for all instances of the schema.
The problem of determining whether a Sequence Datalog
program has a finite semantics is called the finiteness
problem.
Theorem 2. The finiteness problem for Sequence
Datalog is fully undecidable, i.e., is outside of RE.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 1 constructed a Sequence
Datalog program, P, that encodes an arbitrary Turing
machine, M. The database schema for program P consists of
a single unary relation, input. We show that program P has
a finite semantics for all instances of this schema if and only
if machine M halts on all inputs. Thus, if we can solve the
finiteness problem for Sequence Datalog, then we can deter-
mine whether an arbitrary Turing machine accepts all its
inputs, a problem that is outside of RE.
We must consider all instances of the database schema.
First, though, we consider those instances that consist of a
single atom, input(x). These are the instances for which the
program was designed. For such an instance, program P
simulates the computation of machine M on input x.
Specifically, the program derives all the machine configura-
tions that are reachable from the initial configuration. At
each step of the computation, the program generates a new
sequence to represent the next configuration. Moreover, it
generates a longer sequence each time the machine’s tape
head moves to the right (by rule #k in the proof of
Theorem 1). If the computation halts, then a finite number
of new sequences are generated, and the least fixpoint is
finite. However, if the computation does not halt, then the
tape head moves to the right an infinite number of times,5 so
longer and longer sequences are generated without bound,
and the least fixpoint is infinite. Thus, for database instances
of the form [input(x)], the least fixpoint is finite if and only
if the machine halts on input x.
Now consider an arbitrary instance of the schema. Such
a database has the form [input(x1), input(x2), ..., input(xn)],
representing n machine inputs. In this case, program P
carries out n independent computations, one for each input.
Specifically, the program derives all the machine configura-
tions reachable from any of the n initial configurations. In
this case, the least fixpoint is finite if and only if the machine
halts on all n inputs. Thus, program P has a finite least
fixpoint for all instances of the schema if and only if machine
M halts on all inputs. K
Since finiteness is undecidable, the challenge is to identify
subsets of Sequence Datalog that guarantee finiteness. The
simplest way to do this is to forbid the construction of new
sequences. The resulting language, in which constructive
terms of the form s1 vs2 cannot be used, is called Non-
constructive Sequence Datalog. In this language, we cannot
express queries beyond ptime, since for each non-construc-
tive program P, and each database db, the extended active
domain is fixed and does not grow during the computation.
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4 This approach can generate longer tape sequences than the Turing
machine actually needs. For instance, sequences of unbounded length will
be generated whenever the machine enters an infinite loop, even if the
machine uses only a finite amount of tape. Of course, this generation of
overly long sequences does not detract from the theorem. Moreover, it is
exploited in the proof of Theorem 2.
5 Without loss of generality, we can assume that the tape head moves at
every computation step.
Theorem 3 below shows that Non-constructive Sequence
Datalog has low complexity. In addition, it expresses a wide
range of pattern matching queries, as shown in Example 1.3,
which retrieves sequences in a non-context-free language.
Theorem 3. The data complexity of Non-constructive
Sequence Datalog is complete for ptime.
Proof. The ptime lower bound follows because
Sequence Datalog includes Datalog as a sublanguage. The
ptime upper bound follows because the least fixpoint of a
non-constructive program has the same extended active
domain as the database. Thus, the number of atoms in the
least fixpoint is at most polynomial in the size of the
database. Thus, the least-fixpoint computation saturates
after polynomially many iterations, each taking polynomial
time. K
A less drastic way of guaranteeing finiteness is to allow
for non-recursive construction. That is, we can require
that programs be stratified with respect to construction.
Stratified construction can be formally defined along the
same lines as stratified negation in classical logic programs
[4] and can be efficiently checked. Programs with stratified
construction have a finite semantics even though new
sequences can be constructed (in a limited way) during
query evaluation.
Example 5.1 [Stratified Construction]. The following
program is stratified with respect to construction:
#1 : double(X vX )  r(X ).
#2 : quadruple(X vX )  double(X ).
Suppose r is a base predicate. Rule #1 doubles the length of
any sequence X in relation r by appending X to itself. Rule
#2 then produces sequences of quadruple length by doubling
each doubled sequence. Each sequence in double is thus the
result of exactly two concatenations.
Unfortunately, programs with stratified construction
still have weak sequence-restructuring capabilities. This
is because, in constructing a new sequence, a stratified
program only performs a fixed number of concatenations,
independent of the database. Thus, a stratified program can-
not concatenate together all the sequences in the database.
Likewise, it cannot convert a sequence of length n stored in
the database into a sequence of length n2. Nor can it com-
pute the complement or reverse of a sequence. Thus, even
though stratified programs can express queries whose data
complexity is complete for ptime, they cannot express many
low-complexity sequence restructurings. Of course, we
could increase the expressibility by allowing recursion
through constructive terms, but this greatly increases the
complexity of the language and leads to a non-finite seman-
tics. The rest of this paper addresses this conundrum.
6. GENERALIZED SEQUENCE TRANSDUCERS
Sequence Datalog uses concatenation to construct new
sequences. Unfortunately, as described above, concatena-
tion is at once too powerful and too weak: without recur-
sion, it is inexpressive; with recursion, it is intractable. We
tackle this problem by developing a combination of
sequence operations and syntactic restrictions that together
provide the right blend of expressiveness and tractability.
This section focuses on the sequence operations. Later sec-
tions will blend them into Sequence Datalog and provide
syntactic restrictions.
One way to provide constructive sequence operations is
with sequence transducers, that is, finite automata that read
input sequences and generate output sequences. Trans-
ducers support a variety of low-complexity sequence
restructurings, including concatenation and complementa-
tion. For this reason, transducers have been incorporated
into a number of data models and query languages for
sequence databases [16, 17, 20, 29]. Unfortunately, like
sequence concatenation, transducers tend to be both too
powerful and too weak. As described in Section 1.1, query
languages based on transducers are either highly expressive
but unsafe or safe but unexpressive.
Our solution to this problem is to generalize the trans-
ducer model. When combined with simple syntactic restric-
tions, these more-powerful machines lead to a query
language with all the properties we want: finite semantics,
low complexity, and good sequence expressibility, i.e., the
ability to express a wide range of sequence functions and
sequence queries. In fact, we show (in Section 8) that the
new language expresses all the sequence functions in ptime.
In addition, the new machine model provides natural
‘‘levers’’ with which users can tune the data complexity of
the query language. In all cases, however, the new machines
are guaranteed to terminate, which leads directly to a query
language with a finite semantics.
This section defines the machine model and establishes its
basic complexity properties. Section 7 then incorporates the
model into Sequence Datalog, and Section 8 develops syn-
tactic restrictions for the resulting language.
6.1. The Machine Model
Intuitively, a generalized sequence transducer is a trans-
ducer that can invoke other transducers as subroutines. At
each computation step, a generalized transducer must con-
sume an input symbol, and may append a new symbol to its
output, just like an ordinary transducer. In addition, at each
step, a generalized transducer may transform its entire out-
put sequence by sending it to another transducer, which
we call a subtransducer. This process of invoking sub-
transducers may continue non-recursively to many levels.
Thus a subtransducer may transform its own output by
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invoking a sub-subtransducer, etc. Subtransducers are
somewhat like oracle Turing machines of low complexity.
We shall actually define a hierarchy of transducers. Tk
represents the set of generalized transducers that invoke
subtransducers to a maximum depth of k&1. k is called the
order of the transducer. T1 thus represents the set of
ordinary transducers, which do not invoke any sub-
transducers. We define Tk+1 in terms of Tk, where T0 is
the empty set. For convenience, we shall often refer to mem-
bers of T1 as base transducers and to any generalized
sequence transducer simply as a transducer.
To formally define the notion of generalized sequence
transducers, we use three special symbols, I , , and &.
I is an end-of-tape marker and is the last symbol
(rightmost) of every input tape.  and & are commands for
the input tape heads:  tells a tape head to move one sym-
bol to the right (i.e., to consume an input symbol), and &
tells a tape head to stay where it is. Although the following
definition is for deterministic transducers, it can easily be
generalized to allow nondeterministic computations. As
such, it generalizes many of the transducer models proposed
in the literature (see for example [16, 29]).
Definition 7 (Generalized Transducers). A general-
ized m-input sequence transducer of order k>0 is a 4-tuple
(K, q0 , 7, $) where:
1. K is a finite set of elements, called states;
2. q0 # K is a distinguished state, called the initial state.
3. 7 is a finite set of symbols, not including the special
symbols, called the alphabet;
4. $ is a partial mapping from K_[7 _ [i ]]m to
K_[&, ]m_[7 _ [=] _ Tk&1], called the transition
function.
5. For each transition, $(q, a1 , ..., am) of the form (q$,
c1 , ..., cm , out) , we impose three restrictions: (i) at least one
of the ci must be , (ii) if ai= I then ci=&, and (iii) if
out # Tk&1 then it must be an m+1-input transducer.
Tk consists of all generalized transducers of order at most
k, for k>0; T0=[ ].
In this definition, the restrictions in item 5 have a simple
interpretation. Restriction (i) says that at least one input
symbol must be consumed at each step of a computation (ci
is a command to input head i). Restriction (ii) says that an
input head cannot move past the end of its tape (ai is the
symbol below input head i). Restriction (iii) says that a sub-
transducer must have one more input than its calling trans-
ducer.
The computation of a generalized sequence transducer
over input strings (_1 , ..., _m) proceeds as follows. To start,
the machine is in its initial state, q0 ; each input head scans
the first (i.e., leftmost) symbol of its tape; and the output
tape is empty. At each point of the computation, the internal
state and the tape symbols below the input heads determine
what transition to perform. If the internal state is q and the
tape symbols are a1 } } } am , then the transition is $(q,
a1 , ..., am)=(q$, c1 , ..., cm , out). This transition is carried
out as follows:
v If out is a symbol in 7, then it is appended to the out-
put sequence; if out==, then the output is unchanged.
v If out represents a call to a transducer T # Tk&1 then
T is invoked as a subtransducer. In this case, the transducer
suspends its computation, and the subtransducer starts. The
subtransducer has m+1 inputs: a copy of each input of the
calling transducer, plus a copy of its current output. When
the subtransducer starts, its output tape is empty, and its
input heads are at the beginning of its input tapes. The sub-
transducer then consumes its inputs and produces an out-
put sequence. When it is finished, the output of the sub-
transducer is copied to (overwrites) the output tape of the
calling transducer. These ideas are illustrated in Fig. 1.
v The transducer ‘‘consumes’’ some input by moving at
least one tape head one symbol to the right.
v The transducer enters the next state, q$, and resumes
its computation.
The transducer stops when every input tape has been com-
pletely consumed, that is, when every input head reads the
symbol I. Since transducers (and subtransducers) must con-
sume all their input, the computation of every generalized
transducer is guaranteed to terminate. In measuring the
time complexity of a generalized transducer, we count the
number of transitions performed by the top-level transducer
and all its subtransducers.
Finally, note that a m-input transducer defines a sequence
mapping, T: (7*)m  7*, where T(_1 , ..., _m) is the output
of the transducer on inputs _1 , ..., _m . Generalized trans-
ducers express a much wider class of mappings than
ordinary transducers. For instance, they can compute out-
puts whose length is polynomial and even exponential in the
input lengths, as the following example illustrates.
Example 6.1 [Quadratic Output]. Let Tsquare be a gen-
eralized transducer with one input and one subtransducer. At
each computation step, Tsquare appends a copy of its input to
its output. After k steps, the output consists of k copies of
the input concatenated together. At the end of the entire
computation, the output has length n2, where n is the length
of the input. To append its input to its output, Tsquare
invokes a subtransducer called Tappend with two inputs. One
input to Tappend is the input to Tsquare and the other input is
the output of Tsquare . Tappend simply appends its two inputs.
The output of Tappend then becomes the output for Tsquare ,
overwriting the old output.
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FIG. 1. Transducer T1 calls subtransducer T2 .
To illustrate the combined effect of transducer and sub-
transducer, let _in be the input to Tsquare . Just before the i th
invocation of the subtransducer, one input to Tappend is _in
and the other input is i&1 copies of _in concatenated
together. Thus, when Tappend finishes this computation, its
output is i copies of _in concatenated together. This
behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 2, in which the transducer
input is abc, and the output is abcabcabc.
Remark. A generalized sequence transducer can be
simulated by a multi-tape Turing machine with at most a
constant factor increase in execution time. This can be done
with a Turing machine that has one tape for each transducer
input and output. For instance, the generalized transducer
in Fig. 1 can be simulated by a Turing machine with 2m+3
tapes: m tapes for the inputs to transducer T1 , and one tape
for the output of T1 ; and m+1 tapes for the inputs to sub-
transducer T2 , and one tape for the output of T2 . The input
sequences to the generalized transducer are stored on the m
input tapes for T1 . With this configuration, a single trans-
ducer step can be simulated by a constant number of
Turing-machine steps. The only exception is the copying
of sequences between transducers and subtransducers.
However, it is not hard to show that copying increases the
FIG. 2. Squaring the input. This table illustrates the computation of
transducer Tsquare from Example 6.1 on the input sequence abc. Each row
of the table represents one step of the computation. The column labeled
‘‘input’’ shows the position of the input head just before the step, the
column labeled ‘‘output’’ shows the contents of the output tape just before
the step, and the column labeled ‘‘new output’’ shows the contents of the
output tape just after the step. The column labeled ‘‘operation’’ describes
what the step does. The table shows that at each step, Tsquare appends a
copy of its input to its output by invoking the subtransducer Tappend .
total simulation time by at most a constant factor. For
instance, each time T2 begins executing, the m+1 input
sequences that it needs are first copied to its input tapes
(and, simultaneously, the output tape of T1 is erased). The
number of steps required to do this is linear in the total
length of the copied sequences. Since T2 consumes all these
sequences during its execution, this copying increases T2 ’s
execution time by at most a constant factor. Likewise, each
time T2 finishes executing, its output tape is copied to the
output tape of T1 (and, simultaneously, the output tape of
T2 is erased). However, since T2 generated the sequence,
this copying increases T2 ’s execution time by at most a con-
stant factor. In general, every sequence that is copied is
either consumed or generated somewhere else, so the effect
of copying is to increase the total execution time by at most
a constant factor. Thus, a generalized transducer that runs
in time O[ f (n)] can be simulated by a Turing machine that
also runs in time O[ f (n)].
One subtlety in the simulation is that after input tapes are
copied, they must be restored to their original state. (In con-
trast, after copying, output tapes are simply erased.) For
instance, after copying sequences from the inputs of T1 to
the inputs of T2 , the input tape heads of T1 must be returned
to their original positions. This can be done in a number of
ways. One way is to mark the original positions with com-
pound symbols. In particular, if b is the symbol currently
under an input tape head, then the tape head overwrites it
with the compound symbol (b, V ). During tape copying,
all tape symbols are copied exactly, except for the com-
pound symbol, which is copied as b. After copying, the input
tape head moves back to its original (marked) position, and
the compound symbol is replaced by the original symbol, b.
In this way, the tape is copied and restored in linear time.
6.2. Transducer Networks
Transducers can be combined to form networks, in which
the output of one transducer is an input to other transducers.
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Since we are interested in finite computations, we only con-
sider acyclic networks, in which the output of a transducer
is never fed back to its own input. For each transducer
network, some transducer inputs are designated as network
inputs, and some transducer outputs are designated as
network outputs. Each network then computes a mapping
from sequence tuples to sequence tuples. When the network
has only one output, the network computes a sequence
function. This section presents basic results about the com-
plexity of generalized transducer networks. For an
expanded analysis see [10, 25].
The computational complexity of the sequence function
computed by a transducer network depends on two
parameters. The first is the diameter of the network, i.e., the
maximum length of a path in the network. The diameter
determines the maximum number of transformations that a
sequence will undergo in traveling from the input to the out-
put of a network. The second parameter is the order of the
network. This is maximum order of any transducer in the
network. If the set of transducers in the network is a subset
of Tk, then the order of the network is at most k. Intuitively,
the order of a network is the maximum depth of sub-
transducer nesting.
We now establish a basic result about the complexity of
acyclic networks. This result involves the elementary
sequence functions [26], which are defined in terms of the
hyperexponential functions, hypi (n). These latter functions
are defined recursively as follows:
v hyp0 (n)=n
v hypi+1 (n)=2hypi (n) for i1
hypi is called the hyperexponential function of level i. The
set of elementary sequence functions is the set of sequence
functions that have hyperexponential time complexity,
that is, the set of sequence functions in i0 DTIME
[hypi (O(n))].
The theorems below characterize the complexity and
expressibility of two classes of transducer networks, those of
order 2 and 3, respectively. Higher-order networks are
investigated in [10, 25]. Our first results concern the output
size of transducer networks.
Theorem 4 (Complexity of Transducer Networks).
Consider an acyclic network of transducers with multiple
inputs and one output.
v If the network has order 2, then the length of the output
is (at most) polynomial in the sum of input lengths.
v If the network has order 3, then the length of the output
is (at most) hyperexponential in the sum of input lengths.
Moreover, these bounds can be attained.
Proof. In the following, |outj | denotes the length of the
final output of transducer Tj , and |inj | denotes the total
length of its initial inputs, i.e., the sum of the lengths of all
input sequences. Superscripts denote particular steps of a
computation; e.g., |out ij | denotes the output length of trans-
ducer Tj at step i of its computation.
First note that the output length of a base transducer is
linear with respect to its total input length. In fact, the out-
put can be at most as long as the concatenation of its input.
In symbols, |outj ||inj |. With this in mind, we prove each
of the two items of the theorem in turn. In each proof, we
first consider a single transducer, i.e., a network of diameter
1, and then we extend the proof to networks of arbitrary
diameter.
Networks of Order 2. Let T1 be a transducer of order 2.
At step i of its computation, either T1 may append a symbol
to its output or it calls a subtransducer, T2 , whose output
overwrites the output of T1 . Thus, one of the following is
true for each i:
|out i+11 | |out
i
1 |+1
|out i+11 |= |out2 ||in1 |+|out
i
1 |.
The second inequality follows because the input to T2 is the
initial input to T1 plus the current output of T1 .
In the worst case, T1 calls a subtransducer at each step of
its computation, and the subtransducer produces an output
as long as its total input. In this case, the second inequality
above becomes an equality. The following recursive equa-
tion thus describes the worst case:
|out01 |=0
|out i+11 |=|in1 |+|out
i
1 |.
Solving the equation, we get |out i1 |=i |in1 |. The computa-
tion terminates after n steps, where n=|in1 | is the total
input length of T1 . Thus, in the worst case, the final output
is quadratic in the initial input, i.e., |out1 |=n2.
Now consider an acyclic network of transducers with
diameter d and order 2. Let T1 , ..., Td be the transducers on
the longest path in the network. In the worst case, the out-
put of each transducer is quadratic in its total input, and
each network input goes to transducer T1 . Thus, if n is the
total length of the network input, then the total input length
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The left-hand inequalities arise because at least one copy of
the output of Ti forms an input to Ti+1 . The right-hand
inequalities arise because Ti+1 may have several inputs. In
any event, since the diameter d is fixed, the final output
length is polynomial in n. This proves the first part of the
theorem.
Networks of Order 3. The proof for this case is similar.
Let T1 be a transducer of order 3. At each step of its com-
putation. T1 may call a subtransducer, T2 , of order 2. In the
worst case, T1 calls T2 at every step, and T2 squares its
input, as shown above. Thus, at step i of T1 ’s computation,
we have




The worst case is therefore described by the recursive equa-
tion
|out01 |=0




Solving the equation, we get |out i1 |=|in1 |
2i+O( |in1 | 2
i&1).
The computation terminates after n steps, where n=|in1| is







in the worst case; i.e., the final out-
put is double exponential in the initial input. Intuitively, this
comes about because T1 can use T2 to square the input
length, n, and it can do this n times.
Now consider an acyclic network of transducers with
diameter d and order 3. Let T1 , ..., Td be the transducers on
the longest path in the network. The output of each trans-
ducer is at most double exponential in its total input. Thus,














hyp2d (n)|outd |hyp2d (O(n)).
This proves the second part of the theorem. K
Building on Theorem 4, we prove two expressibility
theorems for acyclic networks of transducers. Both theo-
rems are concerned with transducer networks that have a
single input and a single output. Such networks compute a
function from sequences to sequences. Theorem 5 first
characterizes the sequence functions computable in polyno-
mial time. (Other characterizations can be found in [8, 14,
22].) Theorem 6 then characterizes the sequence functions
computable in elementary time. In theses theorems, and in
the rest of the paper, we assume that the alphabet 7 is finite
and that the domain of every sequence function is a
(possibly infinite) subset of 7*. Because the alphabet is
finite, a transducer (or a Turing machine) whose tape
alphabet includes 7 expresses a sequence function in a
natural way, i.e., without any special encoding of sequences
onto machine tapes.
Theorem 5 (Expressibility of Order-2 Networks).
Acyclic transducer networks of order 2 express exactly the
class of sequence functions computable in ptime.
Proof. To prove the upper expressibility bound, sup-
pose we are given a transducer network of order 2. By
Theorem 4, the input to each transducer in the network is of
polynomial size (polynomial in the size of the network
input). Moreover, each transducer in the network is of order
1 or 2, so its consumes its input in polynomial time. Each
transducer therefore runs in polynomial time w.r.t. to the
size of the network input. By the remark at the end of
Section 6.1, the transducer network can be simulated by a
Turing machine that also runs in polynomial time. The
function computed by the network is thus in ptime.
To prove the lower expressibility bound, we must show
that every sequence function in ptime can be computed by
an acyclic transducer network of order 2. Any such sequence
function is computed by a Turing machine, M, that runs in
polynomial time. Without loss of generality, we can assume
that M has only one tape and runs in time nk for some k,
where n is the length of its input. We shall simulate the com-
putations of M using a transducer network.
We encode a configuration of the Turing machine as a
sequence in a standard way. Suppose that the contents of
the machine tape are b1b2 } } } bn , that the tape head is
currently scanning symbol bi , and that the machine is in
state q. We represent this configuration by the sequence
b1 b2 } } } bi&1qbi bi+1 } } } bn . With this representation, we can
construct a base transducer that transforms one Turing
machine configuration into the next. That is, if the input to
the transducer is a configuration of M, then the output is the
next configuration of M.
To compute a sequence function, our transducer network
performs three tasks: it constructs the initial configuration
of the Turing machine, it simulates nk Turing-machine
steps, and it extracts the output sequence from the final con-
figuration. These tasks are carried out as follows:
v Given an input sequence a1a2 } } } an , a transducer con-
structs the initial configuration of the Turing machine. This
configuration is simply the sequence q0a1 a2 } } } an , where q0
is the initial state of the Turing machine. This construction
is easily carried out by a transducer of order 2.
v Given the input sequence (of length n), a series of
transducers generates a sequence, _count , of length at least nk.
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We shall use this sequence to count time. It is easily
generated using Wlog2 (k)X transducers of order 2, where the
output length of each transducer is the square of its input
length.
v A transducer TM of order 2 simulates the computation
of Turing machine M. This transducer has two inputs: the
counter sequence _count , and the initial configuration of M.
TM first moves the initial configuration from its input to its
output. It then repeatedly calls a subtransducer while con-
suming its other input. It thus calls the subtransducer at
least nk times. The subtransducer encodes the transition
function of machine M. With each call, the subtransducer
transforms the output of TM from one configuration of M to
the next. When TM has completely consumed its input, its
output represents the final configuration of machine M.
v A transducer Tdecode decodes the final configuration of
machine M. To do this, we can assume the final configura-
tion has the form c1 c2 } } } cmqz xxxxxx } } } x, where
c1c2 } } } cm is the output sequence computed by M, qz is the
final state of M, and each x denotes a blank tape character.
Tdecode simply removes the blanks and the machine state,
leaving the output of machine M. K
Theorem 6 (Expressibility of Order-3 Networks).
Acyclic transducer networks of order 3 express exactly the
class of sequence functions computable in elementary time.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5. The
main difference is that the sequence _count must be of hyper-
exponential length. This is easily accomplished by a series of
transducers of order 3, as shown in the proof of
Theorem 4. K
7. SEQUENCE DATALOG WITH TRANSDUCERS
This section develops a new, logic-based language by
incorporating generalized transducers into Sequence
Datalog. Using this language, the next section develops a
safe and finite query language for sequence databases.
7.1. Syntax and Semantics
To invoke transducer computations from within a logical
rule, we augment the syntax of Sequence Datalog with spe-
cial interpreted function symbols, one for each generalized
sequence transducer. From these function symbols, we build
function terms of the form T(s1 , ..., sm), called transducer
terms. The term T(s1 , ..., sm) is interpreted as the output of
transducer T on inputs s1 , ..., sm . Like constructive terms,
such as x vy, transducer terms are allowed only in the heads
of rules. Transducer terms are also closed under composi-
tion. For example, if T1 and T2 denote 2-input transducers,
then T1 (x, T2 ( y, z)) is a transducer term. The resulting
language is called Sequence Datalog with Transducers, or
simply Transducer Datalog. We show that any program in
Transducer Datalog can be translated into a equivalent
program in Sequence Datalog. To clearly distinguish
programs in Transducer Datalog from those in Sequence
Datalog, we use two different implication symbols. Whereas
rules in Sequence Datalog use the symbol , rules in Trans-
ducer Datalog use the symbol o , as in p o q, r.
Transducer Datalog generalizes an idea already present
in Sequence Datalog, namely, the use of interpreted func-
tion terms. To illustrate, consider the following constructive
rule in Sequence Datalog:
p(X vY)  q(X, Y ).
This rule concatenates every pair of sequences X and Y in
predicate q. The constructive term X vY in the head is inter-
preted as the result of concatenating the two sequences
together. Transducer Datalog generalizes this mechanism to
arbitrary transducers. For example, the following Trans-
ducer Datalog program is equivalent to the Sequence
Datalog program above:
p(Tappend (X, Y )) o q(X, Y );
here Tappend is a transducer that concatenates its two inputs.
As this example shows, constructive terms are not needed in
Transducer Datalog, since they can be replaced by trans-
ducer terms. Thus, in what follows, they will not be used in
Transducer Datalog programs. In Sequence Datalog, rules
with constructive terms in the head are called constructive
rules (or clauses). The above example suggests a natural
extension of this idea: in Transducer Datalog, rules which
transducer terms in the head will also be called constructive
rules. We also say that a program in Transducer Datalog
has order k if k is the maximum order of all transducers in
the program. A program with no transducers has order 0.
The semantics of Transducer Datalog is an extension of
the semantics of Sequence Datalog. The only change is to
extend the interpretation of sequence terms to include trans-
ducer terms. This can be done in a natural way. Let % be a
substitution based on a domain D. Thus, %(s) is a sequence
in D for any sequence term s. To extend % to transducer
terms, define %(T(s1 , ..., sm)) to be the output of transducer
T on inputs %(s1), ..., %(sm), where the symbols of each %(si)
are consumed from left to right. Except for this change, the
semantics of Transducer Datalog is identical to that of
Sequence Datalog. In particular, all the definitions and
results in Section 3.3 are still valid.
A Transducer Datalog program can be thought of as a
network of transducers, and vice versa. This is because the
result of a transducer term in one rule can be used as an
argument for a transducer term in another rule. This
corresponds to feeding the output of one transducer to an
input of another transducer. Below we give an example of
sequence restructuring in molecular biology. It is naturally
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represented as a transducer network. By embedding this
network in Transducer Datalog, an entire database of
sequences can be restructured and queried.
Example 7.1 [From DNA to RNA to Protein]. Two
fundamental operations in molecular biology are the trans-
cription of DNA into RNA and the translation of RNA into
protein. All three molecules in this process can be modeled
as sequences. DNA molecules are modeled as sequences
over the alphabet [a, c, g, t], where each character
represents a nucleotide. RNA molecules are modeled as
sequences over the alphabet [a, c, g, u], where each charac-
ter represents a ribonucleotide. During transcription, each
nucleotide in a DNA sequence is converted into a
ribonucleotide in an RNA sequence according to the follow-
ing rules:
Each a becomes u. Each c becomes g.
Each g becomes c. Each t becomes a.
Thus, the DNA sequence acgtacgt is transcribed into the
RNA sequence ugcaugca.6
Protein molecules are modeled as sequences over a 20-
character alphabet, [A, R, N, D, C, Q, E, G, H, I, L, K, M,
F, P, S, T, W, Y, V], where each character represents an
amino acid. To translate RNA into protein, ribonucleotides
are grouped into triplets, called codons, such as aug, acg,
ggu, ....7 Each codon is then translated into a single amino
acid. Different codons may have the same translation. For
example, the codons gau and gac both translate to aspartic
acid, denoted D in the 20-letter alphabet. Thus, the RNA
sequence gaugacuuacac is first grouped into a sequence of
four codons, gaugacuuacac, and then translated into a
sequence of four amino acids, DDLH.8
The transformation of DNA into the corresponding
protein is easily and naturally expressed using a Transducer
Datalog program. Given a relation, dnaseq, containing
DNA sequences, the following Transducer Datalog pro-
gram associates a protein with each sequence:
rnaseq(D, Ttranscribe (D)) o dnaseq(D).
proteinseq(D, Ttranslate (R)) o rnaseq(D, R).
The program implements a simple serial network which
transforms DNA into RNA, and then RNA into protein. It
uses two sequence transducers: (i) Ttranscribe , in which the
input is a DNA sequence and the output is a RNA sequence;
(ii) Ttranslate , in which the input is a RNA sequence and the
output is a protein sequence. Intuitively, the predicate
rnaseq(D, R) means that D is a DNA sequence and R is the
corresponding RNA sequence. Likewise, the predicate
proteinseq(D, P) means that D is a DNA sequence and P
is the corresponding protein sequence.
Although the Transducer Datalog program consists of
only two rules, two features are worth noting: (i) all
sequence restructurings performed by the program take
place ‘‘inside’’ the transducers, and (ii) the program ter-
minates for every database, since there is no recursion
through construction of new sequences.
7.2. Equivalence to Sequence Datalog
Since Transducer Datalog has more machinery than
Sequence Datalog, it might appear to be a more powerful
language. However, this is not the case since every Trans-
ducer Datalog program can be simulated by a Sequence
Datalog program. Example 7.1 below illustrates a special
case of this, and Theorem 7 proves the result in general.
Example 7.2 [Simulating Transducers]. The Sequence
Datalog program below simulates the first Transducer
Datalog rule in Example 7.1:
rnaseq(D, R)  dnaseq(D),
transcribe(D, R).
transcribe(=, =)  true.
transcribe(D[1: N+1], R vT )  dnaseq(D),
transcribe(D[1: N], R),
trans(D[N+1], T ).
trans(a, u)  true.
trans(t, a)  true.
trans(c, g)  true.
trans(g, c)  true.
The first rule transcribes every DNA sequence in the rela-
tion dnaseq into an RNA sequence, by invoking the
predicate transcribe. The formula transcribe(D, R) is true iff
D is a prefix of a DNA sequence in the database and R is the
RNA transcription of D. The two rules defining this
predicate simulate the transducer Ttranscribe in Example 7.1.
The second rule initiates the simulation, and the third rule
carries it out, by recursively scanning each DNA sequence
while constructing an RNA sequence. For each character in
a DNA sequence, its transcription, T, is concatenated to the
growing RNA sequence. The last four rules specify the
transcription of individual characters; i.e., the formula
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6 For simplicity, this example ignores biological complications such as
intron splicing [35], even though it can be encoded in Transducer Datalog
without difficulty.
7 This grouping is analogous to the grouping of bits into bytes in com-
puters.
8 For simplicity, this example ignores biological complications such as
reading frames, ribosomal binding sites, and stop codons [35].
trans(d, r) means that d is a character in the DNA alphabet
and r is its transcription in the RNA alphabet.
Theorem 7. For any Transducer Datalog program Ptd ,
there is a Sequence Datalog program Psd that expresses the
same queries. That is, for every database db, and every
predicate p(X1 , ..., Xm) mentioned in Ptd _ db,
p(_1 , ..., _m) # TPsd, db A | iff
p(_1 , ..., _m) # TPtd, db A |
Moreover, Psd has a finite semantics over db if and only if Ptd
does. (So Psd preserves finiteness.).
Proof. For each transducer mentioned in Ptd , we will
construct a set of rules for Psd that simulate the transducer’s
computations. As a side effect, the simulation may create
sequences that Ptd does not create. Thus, the minimal
models of Ptd and Psd may not have the same extended
active domain. We shall therefore assume that Ptd is guar-
ded, since guarded programs are insensitive to differences in
domain. By Theorem 10 in Appendix B, this assumption
does not result in any loss of generality.
To preserve finiteness, our construction has the following
property: Psd simulates a transducer on input _1 , ..., _m if
and only if Ptd invokes the transducer on this input.
Intuitively, this property means that Psd creates new sequen-
ces only when Ptd does. To see how finiteness is preserved,
recall that Ptd creates new sequences only by invoking trans-
ducers and adding the transducer output to the active
domain. Each transducer invocation thus adds at most one
new sequence to the active domain. In contrast, when Psd
simulates the computation of a transducer, T, it creates not
just the final output sequence, but all intermediate output
sequences as well. It also simulates the computations of any
subtransducers invoked by T and creates all their output
sequences. Thus, each transducer simulation in Psd may add
many new sequences to the active domain. However,
because generalized transducers always terminate, they
produce only a finite number of intermediate outputs. Thus,
for each sequence created by Ptd , a finite number of sequen-
ces are created by Psd . Thus, if Ptd creates a finite number of
new sequences, then so does Psd . In this way, the construc-
tion preserves finiteness.
The construction itself has several steps. In the first step,
each rule in Ptd is modified and copied into Psd . In modify-
ing a rule, we replace each transducer term, T(s1 , ..., sm), by
a new predicate pT (s1 , ..., sm , X ). Intuitively, this predicate
means that X is the output of transducer T on inputs
s1 , ..., sm . For example, if a rule has a single transducer term,
then it has the form
#: p(..., T(s1 , ..., sm), ...) o body(#).
For each such rule in Ptd , we add the following rule to Psd ,
#$: p(..., X, ...)  body(#), pT (s1 , ..., sm , X ),
where X is a variable that does not appear in #. This idea is
easily generalized to rules with multiple transducer terms. If
a rule in Ptd has k transducer terms, involving transducers
T1 , ..., Tk , then we transform it into a rule whose body
invokes the predicates pT1 , ..., pTk .
The main step in our construction is defining the
predicate pT for any generalized transducer T. In doing so,
we take care to preserve finiteness. In particular, we ensure
that pT (_1 , ..., _m , x) is true only if program Ptd invokes
transducer T on input _1 , ..., _n . We do this by defining a
predicate called inputT that specifies the set of input tuples
for T. This predicate is easily defined. If the function term
T(s1 , ..., sm) occurs in rule # in Ptd , then we add the follow-
ing rule to Psd :
#": inputT (s1 v I , ..., sm v I )  body(#).
We do this for each occurrence of T in each rule in Ptd . Note
that rule #" appends an end-of-tape marker to the end of
each input sequence. The model of generalized transducers
developed in Section 6.1 assumes that such markers appear
at the end of every input tape. In the worst case, appending
these markers could double the number of sequences in the
active domain, so finiteness is still preserved.
To define the predicate pT , we write a set of rules in
Sequence Datalog that simulate the computations of trans-
ducer T on every sequence tuple in inputT . We first con-
struct rules for base transducers and then extend the con-
struction to higher-order transducers.
Base Transducers. For simplicity, let T be a base trans-
ducer with two inputs and one output. (The proof can be
easily generalized to any number of inputs and outputs.) We
encode the transition function of T with the following
database predicate:
deltaT (state, input1 , input2 , nextstate,
move1 , move2 , output).
Here, state is the state of the finite control, input1 and input2
are the symbols scanned by the two input heads, nextstate
is the next state of the finite control, move1 and move2
describe the motion of the input heads, and output is
the symbol appended to the output sequence. Given this
encoding, the rules below define the predicate pT (X, Y, Z),
which means that Z is the output of transducer T on input
X and Y. This predicate is evaluated for every pair of input
sequences in the predicate inputT (X, Y ). PT is defined in
terms of the more general predicate compT , which repre-
sents a partial computation of transducer T. Intuitively,
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compT (X, Y, Z, Q) means that after consuming inputs X
and Y, the output is Z and the control state is Q:
#1 : pT (X, Y, Z)
 inputT (X, Y, Z),
compT (X, Y, Z, Q).
#2 : compT (=, =, =, q0)
 true.
#3 : compT (X[1: N1+1], Y[1: N2+1], Z vO, Q$)
 inputT (X, Y ),
compT (X[1: N1], Y[1: N2], Z, Q),
deltaT (Q, X[N1+1], Y[N2+1], Q$,  ,  , O).
#4 : compT (X[1: N1], Y[1: N2+1], Z vO, Q$)
 inputT (X, Y ),
compT (X[1: N1], Y[1: N2], Z, Q),
deltaT (Q, X[N1+1], Y[N2+1], Q$, &,  , O).
#5 : compT (X[1: N1+1], Y[1: N2], Z vO, Q$)
 inputT (X, Y ),
compT (X[1: N1], Y[1: N2], Z, Q),
deltaT (Q, X[N1+1], Y[N2+1], Q$,  , &, O).
Rule #2 initiates a simulation of transducer T. It says that
when no input has been consumed, the output is empty and
the finite control is in the initial state, q0 . Rules #3 , #4 , and
#5 then simulate the transition of the machine from one state
to the next. The three rules simulate three different com-
binations of tape-head movements. Rule #3 simulates the
movement of both tape heads, while rules #4 and #5 simulate
the movement of just one tape head. In these rules, the
sequence terms X[1: N1] and Y[1: N2] represent the por-
tions of the input sequences consumed to far, and the terms
X[N1+1] and Y[N2+1] represent the input symbols
currently being scanned by the tape heads.
Higher-Order Transducers. Given rules for simulating
transducers of order k&1, it is not difficult to write rules for
simulating transducers of order k. We illustrate the idea on
a simple example that brings out all the essential elements of
the general construction. Let T $ be a transducer of order 2
with one input and one output. We encode the transition
function of T $ in the following database predicate:
deltaT $ (state, input, nextstate, move, output).
Here, state is the state of the finite control, input is the sym-
bol scanned by the input head, nextstate is the next state
of the finite control, and move describes the motion of the
input head. output is a tape symbol or the name of a sub-
transducer: in the former case, the symbol is appended to
the output sequence; in the latter case, the subtransducer is
executed. Given this encoding, the rules below define the
predicate pT $ (X, Y ), which means that Y is the output of
transducer T $ on input X. This predicate is evaluated for
every input sequence in the predicate inputT $ (X ):
#$1 : pT $ (X, Y )
 inputT $ (X ),
compT $ (X, Y, Q).
#$2 : compT $ (=, =, q0)
 true.
#$3 : compT $ (X[1: N+1], Y vO, Q$)
 inputT $ (X ),
compT $ (X[1: N], Y, Q),
deltaT $ (Q, X[N+1], Q$,  , O).
In addition, for each subtransducer T invoked by T $, we
construct the following two rules:
#$4 : compT $ (X[1: N+1], Z, Q$)
 inputT $ (X ),
compT $ (X[1: N], Y, Q),
deltaT $ (Q, X[N+1], Q$,  , t),
pT (X, Y, Z).
#$5 : inputT (X v I , Y v I )
 inputT $ (X ),
compT $ (X[1: N], Y, Q),
deltaT $ (Q, X[N+1], Q$,  , t),
As before, pT $ is defined in terms of the more general pre-
dicate compT $ . Intuitively, atoms of the form compT $ (X, Y, Q)
mean that after consuming input X, the output of T $ is Y and
the finite control is in state Q. As before, rule #$2 initiates a
simulation of transducer T $, and rule #$3 simulates basic
state transitions, in which a symbol is appended to the
output. Rules #$4 and #$5 are new. Rule #$4 simulates state
transitions involving the subtransducer T (denoted t in the
predicate deltaT $). The body of the rule invokes the sub-
transducer via the predicate pT (X, Y, Z). The sub-
transducer has two input sequences. One is X, the initial
input to T $, and the other is Y, the current output of T $.
After the subtransducer has executed, its output, Z,
becomes the new output of T $. The actual simulation of the
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subtransducer is carried out by rules #1#5 . For the simula-
tion to work, the input tuples for T must be specified in the
predicate inputT (X). This is done by rule #$5 . K
Corollary 1 (Equivalence). Transducer Datalog and
Sequence Datalog are expressively equivalent; i.e., every
database query expressible in Transducer Datalog can be
expressed in Sequence Datalog and vice versa. Moreover, the
equivalence preserves finiteness; i.e., if a program in Trans-
ducer Datalog has finite semantics, then the equivalent
program in Sequence Datalog has finite semantics too and
vice versa.
Proof. One direction is proved by Theorem 7. In the
other direction, given a Sequence Datalog program, we con-
struct an equivalent Transducer Datalog program by
simply replacing each constructive sequence term, S1 vS2 ,
by the transducer term Tappend (S1 , S2), as described in
Section 7.1. This transformation clearly preserves finiteness,
since it produces a program with exactly the same least
fixpoint. K
Theorem 7 shows that the introduction of transducers
into Sequence Datalog does not increase the expressive
power of the logic. However, transducers do provide a
framework for defining natural syntactic restrictions that
guarantee safety and finiteness while preserving much of the
expressive power of the full logic, as the next section shows.
8. A SAFE QUERY LANGUAGE FOR SEQUENCES
This section develops syntactic restrictions that define a
sublanguage of Transducer Datalog, called Strongly Safe
Transducer Datalog, that has finite semantics and is highly
expressive. The restrictions limit the creation of new sequen-
ces by forbidding recursion through transducer terms, just
as object query languages sometimes forbid recursion
through object creation [2]. Intuitively, this ensures that
the transducer network corresponding to a program is
acyclic. The syntactic restrictions are defined in terms of
predicate dependency graphs. These graphs represent
dependencies between predicates in rule heads and rule
bodies. To keep the development simple, we assume that all
programs are guarded. By Theorem 10 in Appendix B, this
assumption does not result in any loss of expressibility.
Definition 8 (Dependent Predicates). Let P be a
Transducer Datalog program. A predicate symbol p depends
on predicate symbol q in program P if for some rule in P, p
is the predicate symbol in the head and q is a predicate sym-
bol in the body. If the rule is constructive, then p depends
constructively on q.
Definition 9 (Dependency Graph). Let P be a Trans-
ducer Datalog program. The predicate dependency graph of
P is a directed graph whose nodes are the predicate symbols
in P. There is an edge from p to q in the graph if p depends
on q in program P. The edge is constructive if p depends con-
structively on q. A constructive cycle is a cycle in the graph
containing a constructive edge.
Definition 10 (Strongly Safe Programs). A Trans-
ducer Datalog program is strongly safe if its predicate
dependency graph does not contain any constructive cycles.
The program in Example 7.1 is strongly safe since it is
non-recursive, and thus its dependency graphs contain no
cycles. In the following example, all the programs are recur-
sive, and one of them is strongly safe.
Example 8.1. Consider the following three Transducer
Datalog programs, P1 , P2 , and P3 :
p(X ) o r(X, Y ), q(Y ).
P1 : { q(X ) o r(X, Y ), p(Y ).r(T1 (X ), T2 (Y )) o a(X, Y ).
P2 : [ P(T(X )) o p(X).
q(X ) o r(X).
P3 : { r(T(X )) o p(X).p(X ) o q(X).
All three programs are recursive, so their predicate
dependency graphs all have cycles. (See Fig. 3.) The graphs
of P2 and P3 have constructive cycles, while the graph of P1
does not. Thus, P1 is strongly safe, while P2 and P3 are not.
Intuitively, strongly safe programs are stratified with
respect to sequence construction. Thus, each new sequence
generated by a strongly safe program is the result of a fixed
number of constructive operations; i.e., the number of con-
structive operations is independent of the database. This
idea is developed more precisely in the proof of Theorem 8.
It was also discussed informally at the end of Section 5 in
the context of Sequence Datalog. There, it was seen that
stratification limits the ability of Sequence Datalog to
express some simple sequence restructurings. This is not the
case for Transducer Datalog, as we shall soon see.
8.1. Finiteness of Strongly Safe Programs
Because strongly safe programs are acyclic w.r.t. trans-
ducer calls, their semantics is finite; that is, they have a finite
minimal model for every database. We prove this result for
programs of order k3. In fact, we establish stronger
results than mere finiteness. By considering programs of
order 2 and order 3 separately, we establish tight bounds on
the size of their minimal models. The proofs can be extended
to higher-order programs [10, 25].
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FIG. 3. Predicate dependency graphs. These three graphs corresponds to the three programs in Example 8.1. Constructive edges are labeled by trans-
ducer names.
Definition 11 (Database Size). The size of a database
(or a finite interpretation) is the number of sequences in its
extended active domain.
Theorem 8 below shows that for programs of order 2, the
size of the minimal model is polynomial in the database size.
The intuition behind the proof is simple. Since the program
is strongly safe, there is no recursion through transducer
terms. The program can therefore be stratified into con-
structive and non-constructive layers, where recursion
occurs only within non-constructive layers. Bottom-up
evaluation of the program then takes place is a standard
way: first the rules in the bottom layer are applied
repeatedly until saturation, i.e., until no more facts
are inferred; then the rules in the second layer are applied
until saturation; then the third layer, etc. There are two
important points about this evaluation: (i) the extended
active domain expands only when constructive layers are
evaluated, and (ii) the rules in a constructive layer only need
to be applied once. The first point follows trivially because
non-constructive layers do not construct new sequences.
The second point follows because a constructive layer does
not contain rules that depend on each other. (When one
constructive rule depends on another, the rules can be put
into different layers.) Consequently, for programs of order
2, evaluating a constructive layer increases the size of the
extended active domain by at most a polynomial, as shown
below. Thus, during bottom-up evaluation of a program,
the extended active domain undergoes a constant number of
polynomial expansions, one for each constructive layer. The
total expansion is therefore polynomial. The details of this
argument are spelled out in the proof of Theorem 8. An
essential detail of the proof is showing that as the extended
active domain expands, rules in lower layers do not have to
be re-evaluated, i.e., they do not have to be applied to new
sequences created in higher layers.
Theorem 8. Let P be a Transducer Datalog program
that is strongly safe and of order 2. For any database db, the
size of the minimal model of P and db is polynomial in the size
of db.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
transducer terms in P are not nested. Thus, P does not con-
tain rules such as p(T1 (T2 (X )))  q(X ). Instead, such rules
can be decomposed into simpler ones, such as
p(T1 (Y ))  r(Y) r(T2 (X))  q(X )
where r is a new predicate symbol. This decomposition
can only increase the extended active domain of the mini-
mal model. In this example, both the original rule and
the decomposed rules contribute ground instances of
T1 (T2 (X)) to the extended active domain, while the decom-
posed rules also contribute ground instances of T2 (X ). We
can therefore assume that all transducer terms in P have the
form T(s1 , ..., sm) where each si is a non-constructive
sequence term.
The rest of the proof is based on the strongly connected
components of the predicate dependency graph of P. Recall
that any two nodes in a strongly connected component have
a cycle passing through them. If a node in the graph belongs
to no cycle, then the node is treated as a singleton compo-
nent. By hypothesis, the predicate dependency graph of P
has no constructive cycles. Constructive edges thus occur
only between different components.
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For any graph, the relation ‘‘there is an arc from compo-
nent i to component j’’ is finite and acyclic. We can therefore
linearize the components by a topological sort. That is, if
there are k strongly connected components in a graph, then
we can assign a distinct integer i # [1, ..., k] to each compo-
nent in such a way that there is an arc from component i to
component j iff i< j. Let us denote the linearized com-
ponents by N1 , ..., Nk . The linearization induces a strati-
fication on the program P, where the i th stratum consists of
those rules in P that define predicates in Ni . Let Pi denote
the i th stratum of P. Observe that the Pi are disjoint, and
P=P1 _ P2 _ } } } _ Pk .
Because Transducer Datalog has a fixpoint semantics
based on a monotonic and continuous T-operator, the exact
order in which rules are applied does not matter. Any order
will converge to the least model of P and db, so long as the
rules are applied until the extent of each predicate stops
growing, just as in classical Datalog and Horn logic
programming. In addition, because P is guarded, the extent
of a predicate defined in Pi depends only on the rules in
P1 _ } } } _ Pi . We can therefore apply the rules in a bot-
tom-up fashion, one stratum at a time. That is, we can apply
first the rules in P1 to saturation, then the rules in P2 , then
those in P3 , etc. Formally, given a database db, we define a
sequence of minimal models M1 , ..., Mk , Mk+1 as
M1=db
Mi+1=TPi , Mi A | for 1ik.
Mi+1 is the minimal model of Pi and Mi . Once Mi+1 has
been computed, the extent of each predicate defined in
P1 _ } } } _ Pi is completely materialized. Thus, Mi+1 is also
the minimal model of P1 _ } } } _ Pi and db. In particular,
Mk+1 is the minimal model of P and db.
The rules in Pi are of two types: constructive and non-
constructive. In a constructive rule, each predicate symbol
in the body is defined at a lower stratum, that is, in
P1 _ } } } _ Pi&1 . The extent of these predicates is com-
pletely materialized in Mi . In addition, each constructive
rule, like the entire program, is guarded. Thus, each
sequence variable can bind only to sequences in Mi . Conse-
quently, the constructive rules need only be applied once,
since additional applications will not infer any new atoms.
After this, the non-constructive rules in Pi can be applied
repeatedly until the minimal model of Pi and Mi is reached.
Formally, if Pci and P
u
i denote, respectively, the constructive
and non-constructive rules in Pi , then9
Mi+1=TPiu , M $i A | where M$i=TP ic , Mi (Mi)
Only constructive rules can expand the extended active
domain. Thus, Mi+1 and M$i have the same extended active
domain, and all new sequences are created in computing M$i
from Mi . We shall show that the size of M$i is at most poly-
nomial in the size of Mi . Let n$i and ni denote these two sizes,
respectively. Also, let l $i and li denote the maximum lengths
of any sequence in the extended active domains of M$i and
Mi , respectively. We first derive upper bounds for l $i and n$i
in terms of li and ni , from which we derive an upper bound
for n$i in terms of ni .
To bound l $i , observe that DextM$i consists of the sequences
in Mi , plus the sequences created by transducer terms in Pci ,
plus all their contiguous subsequences. By hypothesis, each
transducer in Pci has order at most 2. By Theorem 4, such
transducers create sequences of at most polynomial length,
polynomial in the length of the longest input. Thus, the
longest sequence created by any transducer in Pci is polyno-
mial in the length of the longest sequence in Mi . Thus
l $i=lO(1)i .
To bound n$i , let T(s1 , ..., sm) be a transducer term in Pci .
As described above, each sequence variable will bind only to
sequences occurring in Mi . Each sequence term si will thus
bind only to sequences in DextMi . Thus, the number of input
tuples to this transducer term is at most nmi ; so the number
of output sequences is also at most nmi . Each output
sequence can contribute up to O(l $2i ) sequences and sub-
sequences to DextM$i . The transducer term thus contributes at




i } l $
O(1)








tains all the sequences in DextMi . Thus, if P
c
i has q transducer
terms, then




i } l $
O(1)
i
since q is fixed. Combining this with the upper bound on l $i ,
we get n$inO(1)i l
O(1)
i .
An extended active domain includes all the subsequences
of its longest sequence, of which there are quadratically




i . Thus n$in
O(1)
i .
Each stratum of program P thus increases the size of the
minimal model by at most a polynomial. Thus, since the
number of strata is fixed, the size of the minimal model of P
and db is at most polynomial in the size of db. K
A similar result holds for programs of order 3, as shown
in Theorem 9 below. The intuition behind the proof is
similar to that of Theorem 8. The main difference is that for
programs of order 3, the evaluation of a constructive layer
can expand the extended active domain by a hyperexponen-
tial. Thus, during bottom-up evaluation of a program, the
extended active domain undergoes a constant number of
hyperexponential expansions, one for each constructive
layer. The total expansion is therefore hyperexponential.
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9 In terms of the intuitive argument given just before Theorem 8, Pci and
Pui are constructive and non-constructive layers, respectively.
Theorem 9. Let P be a Transducer Datalog program
that is strongly safe and of order 3. For any database db, the
size of the minimal model of P and db is hyperexponential in
the size of db.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 8. In par-
ticular, the following upper bounds are still valid, since they
are independent of the order of the transducers:





When the transducers are of order 3, we get additional
bounds. By Theorem 4, such transducers can generate
sequences of hyperexponential length. Thus l $ihypm (lO(1)i )
for some integer m. Combining all these inequalities, we get
the following upper bound on n$i :
n$i nO(1)i } hypp (l
O(1)
i )




Each stratum of program P thus increases the size of the
minimal model by at most a hyperexponential. Thus, since
the number of strata is fixed, the size of the minimal model
of P and db is at most hyperexponential in the size of db. K
We can now state the finiteness result for strongly safe
programs.
Corollary 2 (Finiteness). If a Transducer Datalog
program of order at most 3 is strongly safe, then it has a finite
semantics.
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorems 8 and 9,
since a model is finite iff its extended active domain in
finite. K
Using a similar technique, Corollary 2 can be extended to
higher-order Transducer Datalog programs [10, 25]. Thus,
any safe program has a finite semantics.
8.2. Expressibility of Strongly Safe Programs
Building on Theorems 8 and 9, this section establishes
expressibility results for strongly safe programs.
Corollary 3. Strongly Safe Transducer Datalog
programs of order 2 express exactly the class of sequence
functions computable in ptime.
Proof. It is not hard to show that the computation of
any acyclic network of transducers of order k can be
simulated by a Strongly Safe Transducer Datalog program
of order k. When k=2, these programs can express any
sequence function in ptime, by Theorem 5. This proves the
lower expressibility bound.
To prove the upper bound, let db be a database, and let
P be a Strongly Safe Transducer Datalog program of order
2. Theorem 8 guarantees that the size of the minimal model
TP, db A | is polynomial in the size of db. In general, each
application of the operator TP, db , except the last, adds at
least one new atom to the minimal model. Thus, the mini-
mal model is computed after at most polynomially many
applications of TP, db . Moreover, each application of TP, db
takes polynomial time, since the input and output are of
polynomial size, and each ground instance of each trans-
ducer term can be evaluated in polynomial time, since the
transducers are of order 2. The entire fixpoint computation
thus takes at most polynomial time, polynomial in the size
of db. This is true for any database, db.
Since P computes a sequence function, db contains just a
single atom, in(_), where _ is the input sequence for the
function. The size of db is the number of sequences in its
extended active domain. In this case, the size is just the num-
ber of subsequences of _, that is, O(n2), where n is the length
of _. Thus, the minimal model can be computed in time that
is polynomial in n2, and thus polynomial in n. K
Corollary 4. Strongly Safe Transducer Datalog pro-
grams of order 3 express exactly the class of elementary
sequence functions.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Corollary 3. In this
case, by Theorem 9 and Theorem 4, the size of the minimal
model and the running time of each transducer are hyper-
exponential. This yields the upper bound. K
APPENDIX A: MODEL THEORY
In this section we develop a model-theoretic semantics for
Sequence Datalog programs, and show that it is equivalent
to the fixpoint semantics developed in Section 3.3. Our
notion of model is similar to the classical notion except that
we restrict our attention to substitutions based on the
extended active domain.
Definition 12 (Models). An interpretation I is a model
of a clause #, written I<#, iff the following is true for each
substitution % based on DextI and defined at #:
if %(body(#))I then %(head(#)) # I
An interpretation is a model of a Sequence Datalog
program P and a database db if it is a model of each clause
in P _ db.
Definition 13 (Entailment). Let P be a Sequence
Datalog program, db be a database, and : be a ground
atomic formula. Then, P and db entail :, written P, db<:,
if and only if every model of P and db is also a model of :.
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Lemma 4. Let P be a Sequence Datalog program, db be
a database, and I be an interpretation. Then I is a model of P
and db iff it is a fixpoint of TP, db , i.e., iff TP, db (I )I.
Proof. Suppose that I is a model of P _ db. If : #
TP, db (I ) then by Definition 4, :=%(head(#)) for some
clause # in P _ db, and some substitution % based on DextI .
Moreover %(body(#))I. But I is a model of P _ db by
hypothesis, and thus of #. Hence %(head(#)) # I, so : # I.
Thus, any atom in TP, db (I ) is also in I, and so TP, db (I )I.
In the other direction, suppose that TP, db (I )I. Let
# be any clause in P _ db, and let % be any substitution
based on DextI and defined at #. If %(body(#))I then
%(head(#)) # TP, db (I ), by Definition 4. Thus %(head(#)) # I,
since TP, db (I )I by hypothesis. Thus, since % is arbitrary,
I is a model of #. And, since # is arbitrary, I is a model of
P _ db. K
The following corollaries are immediate consequences of
Lemma 4 and the fixpoint theory of Section 3.3. They show
that the model-theoretic semantics and the fixpoint seman-
tics for Sequence Datalog are equivalent.
Corollary 5. A Sequence Datalog program P and a
database db have a unique minimal model, and it is identical
to the least fixpoint of the operator TP, db .
Corollary 6. Let P be a Sequence Datalog program,
db be a database, and : be a ground atomic formula. Then
P, db<: if and only if : # TP, db A |.
APPENDIX B: GUARDED PROGRAMS
This Appendix uses the fixpoint theory of Section 3.3 and
the model theory of Appendix A to prove a basic result
about Sequence Datalog and Transducer Datalog. This
result, which is used in Theorem 7 and Section 8, allows us
to assume that programs are guarded. A program is guarded
if all its clauses are guarded, and a clause is guarded if every
sequence variable in the clause appears in the body of the
clause as an argument of some predicate. For instance, the
clause p(X[1])  q(X ) is guarded, but p(X )  q(X[1]) is
not.
Theorem 10. In Sequence Datalog and in Transducer
Datalog, for any program P, there is guarded program PG
that expresses the same sequence queries. That is, for any
database db, and any predicate p(X1 , ..., Xm) mentioned in
P _ db,
P, db < p(_1 , ..., _m) iff PG, db < p(_1 , ..., _m)
Moreover, P has a finite semantics over db if and only if PG
does.
We shall prove Theorem 10 in a series of short lemmas.
The construction of PG is simple. The first step is to intro-
duce a new predicate, dom(X ). Intuitively, this predicate
means that X is a sequence in the extended active domain.
Next, for each clause # in P, we add the following guarded
clause to PG,
head(#)  body(#), dom(X1), dom(X2), ..., dom(Xm), (1)
where X1 , X2 , ..., Xm are all the sequence variables in #.
The predicate dom(X ) is defined by guarded clauses in
PG. First, we add the following clause to PG:
dom(X[M, N])  dom(X ). (2)
This clause ensures that for each sequence in the extent
of dom, all its subsequences are also there. Second, if
p(X1 , X2 , ..., Xm) is a base predicate10 or a predicate men-





 p(X1 , X2 , ..., Xm )
 p(X1 , X2 , ..., Xm)
 p(X1 , X2 , ..., Xm).
(3)
We must now show that P and PG express the same
queries. To do this, we introduce two operations on inter-
pretations. Intuitively, these operations allow us to trans-
form models of P into models of PG and vice versa. This will
allow us to establish a correspondence between the models
of P and PG, which is the basis for their expressive equiv-
alence.
Definition 14. Let I be an interpretation. I & is an
interpretation constructed from I by removing all atoms of
the form dom(_). I + is an interpretation constructed from I
by adding atoms of the form dom(_) for every sequence _ in
DextI , the extended active domain of I.
















The following lemmas establish other properties of these
two operations that lead directly to a proof of Theorem 10.
Lemma 5. I is a model of P _ db if and only if I+ is a
model of PG _ db.
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10 Recall from Section 2 that the set of base predicates is fixed and finite.
Proof. First, let # be any clause of the form (2) or (3),
and let % be any substitution based on DextI and defined at
#. Then %(head(#)) has the form dom(_), for some sequence
_ in DextI . Thus %(head(#)) # I
+, and so I+ is a model of #.
I+ is therefore a model of clauses (2) and (3).
Next, let # be any clause in P _ db. We must show that I
is a model of # if and only if I+ is a model of clause (1). To
see this, note that %(dom(X )) # I+ for any sequence variable
X and any substitution % based on DextI . Thus, all premises
of the form dom(X ) in clause (1) are satisfied in I+. K
Lemma 6. Suppose I is constructed only from predicates
mentioned in PG _ db. If I is a model of PG _ db, then I & is
a model of P _ db.
Proof. I is a model of clauses (2) and (3). By clauses (3),
if _ is a sequence in the active domain of I, then dom(_) # I.
Thus, by clauses (2), if _ is a sequence in the extended active
domain of I, then dom(_) # I. Thus, %(dom(X )) # I for any
sequence variable X, and any substitution % based on DextI .
Let # be a clause in P _ db. We must show that I& is a
model of #. To see this, note that in clause (1), all premises
of the form dom(X) are satisfied in I. Thus, I is a model of
clause (1) if and only if I & is a model of #. But I is a model
of clause (1), since this clause is in PG, and I is a model of
PG _ db by hypothesis. K
Lemma 7. If I is the minimal model of PG _ db, then I &
is the minimal model of P _ db, and I and I & have the same
extended active domain.
Proof. Since I is the minimal model of PG _ db, it is con-
structed only from predicates mentioned in PG _ db. Thus,
I& is a model of P _ db, by Lemma 6. Thus, letting I0 be the
minimal model of P _ db, we have
1. I0 I &
2. II +0 , since I
+
0 is a model of P
G _ db, by Lemma 5,
and I is the minimal model.
3. I&I0 , since I &(I +0 )
& by item 2, and (I +0 )
&I0
in general.
4. I0=I&, by items 1 and 3.
This proves the first part of the lemma. To prove the second
part, observe that DextI& D
ext
I . To prove the reverse con-
tainment, note that (I&)+ is a model of PG _ db, by






Theorem 10 follows immediately from Lemma 7 and
Corollaries 5 and 6.
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